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Operational safety economics



Operational safety and prevention economics?

• We are talking about:

• Decision-making regards prevention investments 

• for avoiding or mitigating 

• possible future consequences (losses)

• due to unwanted events 

• related with company operations and activities.



Economic issues of safety

Costs resulting from workplace accidents and ill-health:

• Statistics (EU: 5,500 fatalities p.a.; 

insurance costs: 20,000,000,000 € p.a.)

• Direct and indirect costs: 

Employees: financial, human

Employers: operational, administrative, goodwill

Society: taxes, prices of goods and services 



Some accident & accident cost figures

• Daily 18,900 accidents at work in Europe (EU-27, data from 
2007),

• Of which 13,700 result in a sick leave of at least one day

• Of which 4,100 result in a sick leave of at least one month

• Of which 275 lead to permanent incapacity to work

• Of which 16 fatalities



Some accident & accident cost figures

• Costs to employers in France due to workplace accidents and 
work-related ill-health (extrapolations based on study in UK): 4.5 
– 8.9 Billion € (EU, 2011)

• Benefit-Cost ratio based on 56 prevention projects varies between 
1.21 and 2.18 (benOSH case studies, EU, 2011)

• According to a large-scale study (involving 300 companies), 75% 
of the companies indicate that additional investments in 
occupational safety would lead to company costs remaining the 
same or decreasing over the long term  (ISSA, 2012); perceived 
B/C ratio of these companies was between 1 and 1.99



Some Type I accident figures

Belgium: 2 work fatalities / week

Europe: 30 work fatalities / day

USA: 17 work fatalities / day

Worldwide: 1000 work fatalities / day

6000 fatalities due to OH diseases

(perspective: 

Europe: 3500 fatalities /day due to cancer

USA: 1500 fatalities / day due to cancer)



Type II risks in a world context

• Difference between most expensive risks in terms of insurance 
losses versus in terms of loss of lives

• Remark that worldwide number of work-related fatalities per year 
exceeds the number of deaths of the worst worldwide disaster 
over the past 30 years!! 



Correlation between competitiveness and the 

incidence of accidents at work 

(country level) (ILO, 2006)



Economic consequences of safety and 

prevention for a company



Some derived facts

• Too many accidents still happen, even in the EU with all the 
regulations and experience

• It pays off to invest in prevention and safety

 So why is it then so difficult to have managers invest in safety

and prevention in organisations?



Individual Psychological background: 

Loss aversion and prevention investments

• Suppose you are offered two options: 

– (A) You receive 5,000€ from me (with certainty); and 

– (B) We toss a coin. You receive 10,000€ from me if it is heads, 
otherwise (if it is tails), you receive nothing. 

What will you chose? 

• Let’s now consider two different options: 

– (C) You have to pay me 5,000€ (with certainty); and 

– (D) We toss a coin. You need to pay me 10,000€ if the coin 
turns up heads, otherwise (in case of tails), you don’t need to 
pay me anything.

What will you chose? 



Individual Psychological background: 

Loss aversion and prevention investments

• By far most people will prefer options (A) in the first case and (D) 
in the second case. 

• Hence, they go for the certainty regarding the positive risk 
(getting 5000€ with certainty), and at the same time they go for 
taking the gamble as regards the negative risk, and risking to pay 
10,000€ with a level of uncertainty (there is a 50% probability 
that they will not have to pay anything) instead of paying 5,000€
for certain.

 Result is NOT LOGICAL: “Loss Aversion”



Loss Aversion

We do not gamble with gains, while we tend to gamble with losses 
(because we really hate to lose)!



Individual Psychological background: 

Loss aversion and prevention investments

Translating this psychological principle into safety terminology, it is 
clear that company management would be more inclined to invest 
in production (‘certain gains’) than to invest in prevention 
(‘uncertain gains’). 

Also, management is more inclined to risk highly improbable 
accidents (‘uncertain losses’) than to make large investments 
(‘certain losses’) in dealing with such accidents. 

 Management should be aware of this basic psychological principle, 
and when taking prevention investment decisions, the fact that we 
have some predetermined preferences in our mind, should be 
taken into account !

 Importance of Decision Support Tools for making decisions more 
objective regarding prevention investments



The brain of the manager and the position of 

operational safety – how it should be



Balance between safety and production



What operational safety economics can do, is 

help to find the balance



Prediction

Operational safety and prevention economics = emerging field of 
interest to academia and industry

 Will be much more important in future academic research AND 
industrial decision-making

Let us now see current theories, R&D and industrial practices of the 
field of interest!



Costs and benefits w.r.t. prevention:

how should we interprete them?

• “Costs” = costs of prevention measures (‘control costs’)

OR: Costs = costs of accidents that happened (‘failure costs’)

• “Benefits” = averted costs 

Thus: hypothetical benefits of losses that never occurred (accidents 
that never happened) due to the taking of prevention measures

OR: Benefits = cost savings through prevention of disruptions + 
added value generated by prevention 



Costs of prevention measures (‘control costs’)

• - Staffing costs of company HSE department

• - Staffing costs for the rest of the personnel (time needed to 
implement safety measures, time required to read working procedures 
and safety procedures, etc.) 

• - Procurement and maintenance costs of safety equipment (e.g., fire 
hoses, fire extinguishers, emergency lighting, cardiac defibrillators, 
pharmacy equipment, etc.)

• - Costs related to training and education w.r.t. working safe

• - Costs related to preventive audits and inspections

• - Costs related to exercises, drills, simulations w.r.t. safety (e.g., 
evacuation exercises, etc.)

• - A variety of administrative costs

• - Prevention-related costs for early replacements of installation parts, 
etc.

• - Investigation of near-misses and incidents

• - Maintenance of machine park, tools, etc. 

• - Good housekeeping

• …



Costs of accidents (non-exhaustive) 

Interested 

parties 

Non-quantifiable consequences of  

accidents 

Quantifiable consequences of 

accidents 

Victim(s) -Pain and suffering 

-Moral and psychic suffering 

-Loss of physical functioning 

-Loss of quality of life 

-Health and domestic problems 

-Reduced desire to work 

-Anxiety 

-Stress 

-Loss of salary and bonuses 

-Limitation of professional skills 

-Time loss (medical treatment) 

-Financial loss 

-Extra costs 

Colleagues -Bad feeling 

-Anxiety or panic attacks 

-Reduced desire to work 

-Anxiety 

-Stress 

-Time loss 

-Potential loss of bonuses 

-Heavier work load 

-Training and guidance of temporary 

employees 

Organisation -Deterioration of social climate 

-Poor image, bad reputation 

-Internal investigation 

-transport costs 

-medical costs 

-lost time (informing authorities, 

insurance company, etc.) 

-Damage to property and material 

-Reduction in productivity  

-Reduction in quality 

-personnel replacement  

-New training for staff 

-Technical interference 

-Organisational costs 

-Higher production costs 

-Higher insurance premiums 

-Administrative costs 

-Sanctions imposed by parent 

company 

-Sanctions imposed by the 

government 

-modernization costs (ventilation, 

lighting, etc.) after inspection 

-new accident indirectly caused by 

accident (due to personnel being 

tired, inattentive, etc.) 

-loss of certification 

-loss of customers or suppliers as a 

direct consequence of the accident 

-variety of administrative costs 

-loss of bonuses 

-loss of interest on lost cash/profits 

-loss of shareholder value 

 



Insured and Uninsured costs of accidents

Insured costs:

• Insurance premiums

• Medical bills

• Indemnity payments

• Temporary disability
payments

• Employers liability

• Public liability

• Product liability

• …

Uninsured costs:

• Product and material 
damage

• Lost production time

• Legal costs

• Overtime & temporary 
labour

• Investigation 
time/Administration

• Supervisors time

• Fines

• Loss of expertise/experience

• Loss of morale

• Bad publicity

• …



Direct and Indirect uninsured accident costs

Direct uninsured accident costs

Indirect uninsured accident Costs



Hypothetical benefits

Take accident costs for a variety of scenarios: these are all ‘avoided 
accident costs’ if certain prevention investments (related to the 
scenarios considered) are made !

Other hypothetical benefits (difficult to calculate): Added value 
generated by:

– Increased employee motivation and satisfaction

– Sustained focus on quality and better quality of products

– Product innovations 

– Better corporate image

– …



Hypothetical benefits

Costs of incidents and accidents that happened (‘failure costs’) and 
costs of 

incidents and accidents that were avoided and that never happened 
(‘hypothetical benefits’) are different in their nature, due to the 
number of scenarios of possible accidents. 

Nonetheless, their analogy is clear and therefore they can easily be 
confused when making economic considerations. 

However, less failure costs does not imply an equivalent of higher 
hypothetical benefits; there are much more hypothetical benefits 
when prevention investments go up !



Hypothetical benefits

Hypothetical benefits are all costs related with accidents which have 
never occurred. 



Two kinds of hypothetical benefits

The hypothetical benefit of the risk treatment option can be regarded in two ways:

Definition (i): as the difference between the highest possible costs of an 
accident in the current situation and those of an accident after applying the treatment 

measure. Hence:

Maxmax Hypothetical Benefit = Maximum possible accident cost without any treatment –

Maximum possible accident cost after the risk treatment

Definition (ii): as the difference between the costs of retention when doing 

nothing (taking no action) and those of the possible accident after applying the 

treatment measure. Hence:

Expected Hypothetical Benefit = Cost of retention – Expected possible cost of accident 

after the risk treatment



Minimum total cost point
(‘prevention costs’ = control costs; ‘accident costs’ = failure costs)

• For each company the break-even point is different 
• No hypothetical benefits are taken into consideration in this figure 
• Only re-active way of economic analysis (based on accident/failure 

statistics over time, linked with prevention efforts)! 
( not usable for disasters)

• Nonetheless, all accidents are treated similar 



Thinking further?



Safety economics and the types of risk



Remember: accident typology

• Accidents where a satisfactory amount of information is available 
(Type I accidents or non-major accidents)

• Accidents where very scarce information is available (Type II 
accidents or major accidents)

• Accidents where no information is available (Type III accidents or 
black swan accidents) = extremum of type II accident



Risk typology



Hence: different types of risk, also for 

decision-making and operational economics!

Risks possibly leading to minor occupational accidents (“Type I”) are 
not to be confused with risks possibly leading to disasters and major 
accidents (“Type II and Type III”) when making prevention 
investment decisions. 

Statistical cost-benefit methods may yield reliable results for Type I 
risks, whereas the (maxmax) hypothetical benefits of Type II risks 
almost always outweigh the prevention costs for these types of risks.



Some further considerations on economic 

prevention analyses

• Economic analyses can support normative risk control decisions but 
can not be used to determine the efficiency and effectivity of 
prevention measures.

• Economic analyses require debatable information, e.g. the price of a 
fatality, the price of a finger cut-off, the question of who pays which
costs, the question of whoreceives which benefits, etc.



Some considerations on economic approaches 

in prevention decision making

Choices between safety and prevention measures, constrained with the

available H&S budget

Example: (low probab, high conseq.) or (higher prob., lower conseq.) 

accident reduction?

 Evaluative best value-for-money risk reduction measures



Economic approaches in safety decision-

making: cfr. Risk assessment techniques:

• Many critiques can be formulated on the concept of ‘economic 
approaches for safety decisions’ , e.g.:

– Economic approach for safety decisions gives the industry the 
aura of being more scientific about prevention measures taken

– Economic approaches and processes allow governments and 
organisations to hide behind ‘rationality’ and ‘objectivity’

– Analysts know that the economic assessments are often based 
on selective information, arbitrary assumptions, and enormous 
uncertainties. Nonetheless they accept that the assessments 
are used to conclude on risk acceptability.

• HOWEVER: THERE IS NO ALTERNATIVE (!): to support and 
continuously improve the decision-making about prevention and 
safety measures, we need to make economic assessments. The 
right way forward is not to reject the economic approach in safety 
decision-making, but to improve the tools and their use! 



Strengths and weaknesses of economic 

analyses w.r.t. safety

Things to consider when using an economic analysis 

for safety decisions:

• - An economic analysis is as accurate as its input information 

• - It is also often easier to obtain data on costs than on potential 
benefits

• - Indirect, invisible costs and benefits might play an 

important role in the (lack of) accuracy of an economic analysis 

• - Perceptions of people carrying out the analysis should be

as objective as possible

• - An analysis creates an image of precision, but it is not

• - Net present values can not be certain to be realistic

• - Philosophical difficulties: valuation of ill-health, life, etc.



Introduction to LAC: Supply and demand

Supply, the quantity of goods and services that producers may 

want to sell at a specified price, is determined by the producers 

Demand, the quantity of goods and services that consumers may 

want to purchase at a specified prices, is determined by the 

consumers

The balance between supply and demand defines the price and 

quantity of goods and services in the marketplace 

[ supply and demand equilibrium model]



Introduction to LAC: Costs

Low prices: most efficient companies make profits;

High prices: less efficient companies will enter the market and 
make profits as well

Costs increase: supply curve up  Market Equilibrium-point to the left

All costs related to production (raw materials, plant, equipment, 

water, electricity, wages, efficiency, safety, quality, taxes, insurance 

premiums, etc.) affect the Long-term Average Costs (LAC) of production.



REMARK

Losses can be visible as well as non-visible; direct as well as indirect, 

insured as well as uninsured, etc.

 They have an important impact upon LAC of production!!



LAC of production

LAC of production  PROFITABILITY of a company

Average cost of production = total cost of production / total output in goods and 

services



LAC of production

Variability of LAC of production with level of output:

1. Economies of scale: companies have fixed costs associated with, 
for example, plant, equipment, and the organisational 
management team. These costs do not vary with production 
output and therefore, as production levels increase, these fixed 
costs are spread over a larger quantity of output.

2. Diseconomies of scale: if e.g. organizational management 
becomes more difficult due to the fact that a company becomes 
larger and more levels of management are required in order to 
control activities.

3. Constant return to scale



Budget constraint and choice

Individual choices depend on 

(i) the income 

(ii) the prices of goods and services

[ Budget constraint]

(iii) consumer’s preferences 

(iv) the assumption that consumers will seek to maximize their 

satisfaction or utility through the choice of the goods and services 

purchased

[ Consumers’ preference curves = Utility functions = Indifference 

curves]

Combining the individual’s budget constraint with the individual’s 

choice determines how consumers will spend their available

budget.



Selecting H&S control measures within a 

budget constraint

Total budget for one kind of measures delivers safety benefit A, whereas total 

budget for different kinds of safety measures delivers safety benefit B, 

with B >> A.

This is due to the diminishing marginal rate of return on investment (Pareto 

effect) of H&S measures 

Spreading the safety budget over different types of safety measures is always 

more efficient and effective than only focusing on one type of safety measure. 



Optimal diversified selection of prevention 

measures within a budget constraint



Optimal diversified selection – application of 

the Langrange multiplier method

Assume the following functions for the curves of diminishing marginal rate of return on investment for 
Technology, Organisation, and People respectively: 
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Furthermore, the safety budget is for example set to be 20,000€. Hence, since xi represents the safety 

budget for safety measure of type i, the condition 20000 POT xxx can be drafted. The following 

maximization problem thus arises: 
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To solve the problem, the Lagrange function is formulated:  
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The four first order conditions look as follows: 
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Solving this system of equations gives 6350;1920;700,11  POT xxx . Hence, under the made 

assumptions, the safety budget of 20,000€ should be allocated to technological measures for some 
11,700€, to organisational measures for some 1,920€, and to people-related measures for some 
6350€. Therefore, using a budget of 20,000€ allows to achieve a safety benefit of some (0.35 + 0.18 + 
0.23)% = 76%. 



Evaluating + and – side of risk treatment

• Method for Risk Treatment decisions using:

– Cost = Cost of Risk Treatment (retention, transfer, prev., 
combination; taking probabilities into account)

– Min cost: NO accident cost; Max cost: worst-case accident 
cost

– Variability = Max cost – Min cost

– Uncertainty = Variability / Max cost

– Hypothetical benefit = Cost of retention – Cost of retention 
AFTER treatment

– Defining a maximum uncertainty level for the company 
(e.g. 30%)



Exercise on Risk Treatment economics

• A company has determined potential accident scenarios. In fact, 
three scenarios are possible:

– Sc 1: 10,000€ damage; prob. 0.009

– Sc 2: 1000€ damage; prob. 0.06

– Sc 3: 100€ damage; prob. 0.3

• Different risk treatment options exist:

– Take prevention and protection measures that will cost 190€, 
with the result that the damage/impact is divided by 5, and 
the prob. Is divided by 3

– Transfer risk to an insurance company with insurance premium 
of 250€ and franchise of 100€

– Transfer risk AFTER taking above-mentioned prevention and 
protection measures: insurance premium is then 150€ with 
franchise 20€



Evaluating + and – side of risk treatment



Event trees and economics – Scenario 

thinking approach for a runaway reaction



Event trees and economics – cost-variable 

approach for domino effects prevention



Cost-benefit analyses

CB analyses can support normative risk control decisions but can not 

be used to determine the efficiency and effectivity of control measures.

CB analyses require debatable information, e.g. the price of a fatality, 

the price of a finger cut-off, the question of who pays which costs, the 

question of who receives which benefits, etc.



CB approaches in decision making

Choices between risk mitigation measures, constrained with the 

available H&S budget

Example: (low probab, high conseq.) or (higher prob., lower 

conseq.) accident reduction?

 Evaluative best value-for-money risk mitigation models



Helping decision makers to take prevention 

investment decisions: Current decision models 

and Decision Support Systems

• - “Quick and dirty” calculations

• - Calculations for costs and prevention investments regarding 
Type I accidents

• - Calculations for costs and prevention investments regarding 
Type II accidents



Prevention investment decisions: 

Five-step approach 

1. Preparation (scope, goals, suitable technique, parties to be 
involved)

2. Selecting variables and indicators (smart choice : in line with 
goals etc., data available, agree upon)

3. Finding data (available, extrapolation, new)

4. Valuations and calculations (attach money values to quantified 
variables and indicators; understandable presentation of results)

5. Interpretation of results and refinement



Helping decision makers to take prevention 

investment decisions: Current Decision models 

and Decision Support Systems

• Cost-benefit analysis: incorporates valuations of costs and
benefits into the calculations, to make decisions. 

• Cost-effectiveness analysis: is used to compare the costs
associated with a range of risk control measures that achieve
similar benefits in order to identify the least cost option and
maximize the return from a given budget.

(both approaches can be used for Type I and Type II prevention 
investments, but in a different way for the two types !)



C/B analyses for accidents: 

basic idea/approach



CB-analysis of prevention options –

Simple example

 Prevention 
costs 

Number of 
accidents 
avoided 

Total benefit Net benefit Cost-benefit 
ratio 

Prevention 
option 1 

5,000€ 25 6,250€ +1,250€ 1.25 

Prevention 
option 2 

3,240€ 18 4,500€ +1,260€ 1.39 

 



“Quick and dirty” accident cost calculations:

only possible for Type I accidents

• Use e.g. the type I pyramid:



Quick-calculation example

• Use e.g. the Bird pyramid:

Sort of

incident/accident

Bird pyramid Number of 

incidents/accidents

Cost per sort of 

incident/accident

Cost

Serious 1 N x N.x

Minor injury 10 10.N y 10.N.y

Property damage 30 30.N z + t 30.N.(z + t)

incident 600 600.N s 600.N.s

Total cost : N.(x + 10.y + 30.(z + t) 

+ 600.s



Example

• You have done a study in your company, and based on this study, 
you assume the pyramid for type I accidents has a ratio of 
1:5:60:450.

• You have reduced the average of 20 to 15 serious accidents every 
year

• 1 serious accident costs the company 40,000€

• 1 minor injury = 1.5 hour lost (1 hour = 40€)

• Property damage: 1 hour lost + material loss (=400€ on average)

• incidents = 0.5 hour lost

• How much did you safe per year?; how much do accidents still 
cost you?



Quick and dirty CB-analysis of safety 

measures for type I risks

     cost measureSafety Pr  controlwithwithwithoutwithout FCFC  

 
Or, if not sufficient information regarding the initiating events’ frequencies is available for 
using the previous equation: 
 

   cost measureSafety Pr  controlaccidentwithwithout FCC  
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cost of accident without safety measure
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Type I models/tools?

• A practical tool for the estimation of the direct and indirect 
costs and prevention investments of non-major accidents.



More rigourous calculations for costs and 

prevention investments regarding Type I accidents

• Definitions

– Occupational accidents

– Incidents

• Ratios direct and indirect costs: 

-during execution work
-due to execution work
-lesion 
-sudden event
-external source



Safety and prevention econ. calculations:

Number of existing models/tools exist

Models are often quite simplistic, providing only a very rough idea of for 

example

– The costs of incidents/accidents

– The possible benefits of a prevention measure

– The different cost categories and their importance

– Annual cost savings due to prevention

– …

(Tyta model, SZW model, Prevent matrix, US OSHA dept of labor model, H&S 

UK model, …)



Three types of available tools

• - Analyze occupational accidents and assess their economic 
impact (only costs)

• - Develop and evaluate prevention measures and their costs and 
benefits (= averted accident costs), eventually linked with an 
investment analysis

• - Carry out investment analysis (compare different investment 
alternatives)



Investment analysis parameters

• NPV

• IRR       NPV(r)=0

• Profitability Index or Benefit Cost Ratio

NPV / C0

• PBP



y P  x t .dt  0
0

P





An example of a Type I model/tool for cost 

calculations and prevention investment 

calculations – building the model

Porter Business in Context Model          
MEEMO Model

Man Equipement

Material Environment

Organisation

ProductEnergy



The model



Influencing parameters



DIRECT COSTS

A. MAN

INDIRECT COSTS

B. EQUIPEMENT

C. INTERNAL WORK EN VIRONMENT

D. MATERIAL/PRODUCTS/...

E. ORGANIZATION

F. PRODUCT (OUTPUT)

G. CUSTOMERS

H. SUPPLIERS

I. EXTERN AL EN VIRONMENT

Influencing parameters



Integrate supplementary information



GENERAL DATA GENERAL DATAGENERAL DATA
GENERAL DATA

Business sector

NACE Fill in code (XX.XXX), business sector above appears automatic

Name of company Date (C21*)

Victim(s) Choose

Function of the victim(s) Choose Necessary field!

Critical for the continuity of the company (score from 1-5)

Accident with death as consquence

Causing event

Concerned object 

Permanent lesion 

Type of lesion 

Type of Accident (Belgian Legislation):

Description of accident  :

DIRECT COSTS

A. MAN

employer charges on the payment 108% 35099,83 € : maximum payment

on 108% : social security bleu collars 38,34% 13,07% social sec. white collars

employer charges on the holiday payment 16,27% 11,33% company charges

Costs 2,1 xgross salary=cost empl.

Medical costs,travelling cost,protheses,orthopedic material, ... 

Temporary disability (% invalidity)

Payment € choose frequency

Premium end of year € 0 €/d insurance

Hours/week hours 0 €/d employer

Lost days days 0 € salary by insurance

% invalidity temporary % 0 € salary by employer

Permanent disability (% invalidity)

% invalidity permanent 0 % 0 € NPV provision

Holiday payment 0,00 € 0 € payed by insurance

Death:  Funeral costs, % for person left behind, % children 0 € 0 € payed by employer

TOTAL MAN 0 €

INDIRECT COSTS

B. EQUIPEMENT/MACHINES/... Please enter decimal numbers: (eg 0,25 = 2hrs, 1 = 8hrs)

days spent average cost/d amount

Making the area safe 0 €

Damaged protective equipment 0 €

Repairs, cleaning of working gear, vehicles or installations 0 €

Replacement  of working gear, vehicles or installations 0 €

Changement of production location 0 €

Other material costs 0 €

TOTAL EQUIPEMENT/MACHINES/... 0 €

C. INTERNAL WORK ENVIRONMENT Please enter decimal numbers: (eg 0,25 = 2hrs, 1 = 8hrs)

days spent average cost/d amount

Costs made to repair original work environment 0 €

TOTAL INTERNAL WORK ENVIRONMENT 0 €

D. MATERIAL/PRODUCTS/...

days spent average cost/d amount

Material damage of stocks 0 €

Substitution of products 0 €

0 €TOTAL MATERIAL/PRODUCTS/...

regular occupational accident

Please enter decimal numbers: (eg 0,25 = 2hrs, 1 = 8hrs)

Cost Estimator of Occupational Accidents: 

000Onbekend letsel: Informatie ontbreekt

#N/A

00Geen informatie

00.00Geen betrokken voorwerp of geen informatie

Tool can be used for estimating the accident 

costs 

E. ORGANIZATION Please enter decimal numbers: (eg 0,25 = 2hrs, 1 = 8hrs)

d ays sp en t averag e cost/d amou nt

Dealing with the incident

Personnel performing First-Aid treatement 0 €

Personnel taking injured person to hospital/home 0 €

Investigation of incident

Accidents investigation safety departement 0 €

Accidents investigation direct management 0 €

Accidents administration HR department 0 €

Accidents administration legal departement 0 €

Time spent with Local OSH authority 0 €

External OSH services 0 €

Reporting to board of directors, Head Office,... 0 €

Extra work time safety departement 0 €

(meeting, coordination, instructions, advise,...)

Getting back to business

Cost of recruitement and salary of the replacer 0 €

Reorganisation of work (training,...) 0 €

Actions to safeguard future business

In-company activities (promotion) 0 €

Communication to personnel €

Social disturbances (trade unions) 0 €

Turnover personnel due to accident(s) 0 €

TOTAL ORGANISATION 0 €

F. PRODUCT (OUTPUT) Please enter decimal numbers: (eg 0,25 = 2hrs, 1 = 8hrs)

d ays sp en t averag e cost/d amou nt

Lost production (reduced output) 0 €

Rework, repairs, rejections (Q effect) 0 €

Orders lost or cancelled 0 €

Innovative capacity of the firm 0 €

Warranties (Q effect) 0 €

TOTAL PRODUCTION (OUTPUT) 0 €

G. CUSTOMERS Please enter decimal numbers: (eg 0,25 = 2hrs, 1 = 8hrs)

d ays sp en t averag e cost/d amou nt

Communication to customers 0 €

Price reduction, penalties 0 €

Lost deals and clients 0 €

TOTAL CUSTOMERS 0 €

H. SUPPLIERS

External OSH Service 0 €

Psychological support vitim(s) or witnesses €

€

Insurence company :Raise insurance premium 0 €

Temp office €

Oth ers 0 €

TOTAL SUPPLIERS 0 €

I. EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT Please enter decimal numbers: (eg 0,25 = 2hrs, 1 = 8hrs)

Governement d ays sp en t averag e cost/d amou nt

Extra control of governement 0 €

Legal costs, fines, indemnities 0 €

Media
Press releases 0 €

External environment
Damage to the environment 0 €

Market
€

Labour market 

Position labour market, attractiveness new personnel €

TOTAL EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT 0 €

OTHER COSTS: 0 €

     DIRECT COST                        INDIRECT COST      TOTAL COST

0 + 0 =    € 0,00
         RATIO DIRECT COST / INDIRECT COST 1/ #DIV/0!

Attractiveness to potential customers (loss of image)

Medical examination External OSH service before start



Tool can be used for carrying out an 

investment analysis

Business sector

NACE 0,00

Name of company 0

Subsides of governement,... 0 €

Invested amount 0 €

Total  investement 0 €

Yearly  costs of accidents (Ca lculated) 0

Number of  workers (FTE) 0 FTE

Number of accidents 0 injuries sector punt 4

Target reduction of injuries 0 injuries

#DIV/0! %

Case 1 : Target reduction of injuries will  be achieved immediate ly

Payback per iod #DIV/0! Years

Rate of re turn #DIV/0!

cost saving per year #DIV/0! €

Case 2 : Target reduction of injur ies wi ll be  achieved as fol lows:

Rate of re turn

afte r 1 year 20,00% #DIV/0! a fte r 1 year

a fte r 2 years 40,00% #DIV/0! a fte r 2 years

afte r 3 years 60,00% #DIV/0! a fte r 3 years

afte r 4 years 80,00% #DIV/0! a fte r 4 years

afte r 5 years 100,00% #DIV/0! a fte r 5 years

Payback per iod

Sales Volume / turnover 0 € Link to the  balance  sheet data  base

Profit margin 0,00% %

Annual Profi t 0

Annual accident cost ( indirect and direct) €

Accident cost as a  percent of profi ts #DIV/0! %

Amount of  sales  needed tot replace lost profits#DIV/0! €

(If profit margin is  5 %, then it takes 20 euro of sales  to replace every euro of loss)

Personne l expenses

% of personne l expenses %
Yearly  insurance  premium 

Number of accidents injuries

Target reduction of injuries injuries %

Invested amount €

Decrease  of premium % 

New premium 0 €

Cost savings a year 0 €€

Payback period #DIV/0! years

Decreasing the insurance premium

Click here and se lect sector-go to page 
25"toegevoegde waarde per personee lslid"

#N/A

Cost Estimator of Occupational Accidents:  
Investment analys is

Payback, IRR, ...

Amount of  sales  needed tot replace Lost profts

• PBP / IRR 

- Case 1

- Case 2

• Amount of sales needed 
to replace lost profits

• Decreasing the insurance 
premium



Example:

Occupational accident:
After putting away the goods, the victim has not lowered the forks 
of a forklift truck, and consequently drove with the forks against a 
supporting beam of the ceiling. As a result, the fork lift truck 
overturned.

Injury: fractures
Time of absence: 181 calendar days





Type II models/tools?

• A practical tool for the estimation of the direct and indirect 
costs and prevention investments of major accidents.



Cost benefits analysis for type II risks: 

need for specific tool

• Identification of costs and benefits (being different of nature) 
for major accident scenarios (hence: hypothetical scenario-
based benefits!)

• Calculation of Net Present Value of all costs and benefits (using a 
discount rate, probabilities or frequencies, and an installation 
lifespan)

• Comparison of total (summated) discounted costs and benefits

• Use of a “Disproportion factor”: 

Costs > Benefits x Disproportion factor



Scope: “major accident”

Definiton (for example):

“Major accidents are accidents that deviate from normal 
expectations, which cause at least several fatalities on site and 

one fatality and many injured off site, and/or important 
environmental damage, and/or material damage of tens of millions of 
euros, and/or international press attention.”



Costs and benefits?

(Prevention) cost categories

• Initial costs: research, selection and design, material, training and
information, adaptation of the guidelines & work procedures, etc.

• Installation costs: production losses, start-up, installation team, 
tools and utensils

• Exploitation costs: utility costs

• Maintenance costs: material, maintenance team, production
losses, start-up

• Inspection costs: inspection team



Costs and benefits?

Benefit (avoided accidents) categories

• Production chain benefits: production losses, start-up, planning

• Benefits regarding damages and losses: material/property/asset
damages and losses of the own company, 
material/property/assets damages and losses of other companies, 
of neighbouring living areas, of public property, …

• Judicial benefits: penalties, interim-lawyers, specialized lawyers, 
internal investigation team, experts, legislation changes, permits

• Insurance benefits: insurance premium



Costs and benefits?

Benefit (avoided accidents) categories

• Human- and environmental benefits: victims, injuries, recruitment, 
environmental damages

• Intervention benefits: intervention

• Reputation benefits: stock exchange value of shares

• Other benefits: managers’ time, clean-up



Reputation benefits?
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Table 13: BP Share Price, Key Values
Source: Based on (BP, 2013)

maximum: £655,40 20/apr/10

minimum: £302,90 29/jun/10

drop: £352,50

drop in %: 53,78%

current value: £466,25 2/mei/13



Disproportion factor:

research in progress



Comparing costs and benefits: 

calculating Net Present Values

Discounting and net present values

1000€ in 2008 = 1100€ in 2009 (with inflation rate of 10%)

 Costs incurred today are to be compared with future benefits; 

however, today’s monetary values should be used.

 Use annuities of costs and benefits and calculate present values!



Strengths and weaknesses of 

cost-benefit analyses

Things to consider when using a CB analysis:

• A CB analysis is as accurate as its input information 

• It is also often easier to obtain data on costs than on potential 
pros

• Indirect, invisible costs and benefits might play an 

important role in the (lack of) accuracy of a CB analysis

• Perceptions of people carrying out the CB analysis should be

as objective as possible

• A CB analysis creates an image of precision, but it is not

• Net present values can not be certain to be realistic

• Philosophical difficulties: valuation of ill-health, life, etc.



Tool for type II risk economic analyses

– Cost-benefits analysis for x measures for 1 scenario

– Cost effectiveness analysis for x measures for 1 scenario 

– Cost-effectiveness analysis for y measures for z scenarios

1. ‘Guidelines and instructions’ sheet 

2. ‘Data Input’ sheet

3. ‘Cost-Benefit Analysis’ sheet

4. ‘Cost structure’ sheet

5. ‘Benefit structure’ sheet

6. ‘Cost-Effectiveness Analysis’ sheet

7. ‘Report’ sheet

8. ‘History’ sheet

9. ‘Optimization tool’ sheet



Use of the tool?

● - Optimize the current/existing decision process regarding prevention  

measures investment

● - Approach for safety/prevention managers to convince others of safety

measure investments



Type I and II cost effectiveness analyses?

A practical approach.



Cost effectiveness analysis
Approach: “Knapsack problem” formulation

A number of assumptions are implicitly taken in this formulation: 

•  A measure is either taken or not (it cannot be partially taken);

•  The total benefit of all measures taken is the sum of the 
individual benefits of the chosen measures;

•  The total cost of all measures taken is the sum of the costs of 
the individual measures;

•  Measures can be independently implemented, without 
consequences for the other measures.



Building blocks for the approach

• Building block 1: The risk matrix

• Building block 2: Costs and Benefits needed

• Method used in combinatorial optimization, that is, to solve the 
so-called ‘knapsack problem’



Building block 1: The risk matrix

Severity of 

consequences 

Probability of Hazard 

F 

Impossible 

E 

Improbable 

D 

Remote 

C 

Occasional 

B 

Probable 

A 

Frequent 

I 

Catastrophic 
    1.  

II 

Critical 
   3. 2.  

III 

Marginal 
  4.    

IV 

Negligible 
      

Risk Code/ 

Actions 
1. 

Un- 

acceptable 
2. 

Un- 

desirable 
3. 

Acceptable 

with 

controls 

4. Acceptable 

 

(DoD, 2000)



Discretization of the risk matrix

Every cell of the risk matrix corresponds with a certain cost Ci. 

(This cost is the total cost of all risks together within that cell 

of a certain type (e.g. fire risks) –

hence first one looks at the likelihood as well as at the consequences, 

second one sums the consequences per cell, third a final cell is assigned 

to the package of risks)



The risk matrix, with cell cost per year

 Likelihood  

[year
-1

]  

Cell assignments (in €/year) 

> 1 7,500 75,000 750,000 2,500,000 

> 10
-1 

750 7,500 75,000 250,000 

> 10
-2

 75 750 7,500 25,000 

> 10
-3

 7.5 75 750 2,500 

> 10
-4

 0.75 7.5 75 250 

Consequence 

classes / financial 

impact [€]  < 7,500  < 75,000 < 750,000 < 2,500,000 

(ideally, we have real cost values Ci, based on financial information available 

about risks in the organization)  

(cfr. as used in tool under construction)



Building block 2: Cost-benefit analysis

• “Costs” = costs of prevention measures for decreasing from risk 
cell i to risk cell j; called COPij

• “Benefits” = averted costs (thus: “hypothetical benefits due to the 
taking of prevention measures”): to calculate by determining the 
decrease of costs related to risk cell i and risk cell j. This decrease 
can be calculated by subtracting Cj from Ci. 



Cost-benefit analyses

n 

Number of cells where risks do exist for the organization (= Nc; nNc  ) 

Ci 

Butot 

Costs of Prevention for going from risk cell i to risk cell j (CoPij), ji,  whereby Nci  

 

Needed input data (in general):



Solving the knapsack problem

• Although the knapsack problem is NP hard , it can be solved 
efficiently even for very large instances. 

• It can be solved by standard off-the-shelf commercial software for 
mixed-integer programming, such as

– CPLEX 
(http://www.ibm.com/software/integration/optimization/cplex-
optimizer/) 

– Gurobi (http://www.gurobi.org) 

– GLPK (http://www.gnu.org/software/glpk/) 

– lpsolve (http://lpsolve.sourceforge.net). 

– even spreadsheet software such as Excel or LibreOffice include 
a solver that can be used to approach and optimize the safety 
measures portfolio using the method described in this paper.



Illustrative example (1)

• Input information:

n = 20 

Nc = 6: risk cells 3, 7, 10, 12, 13 and 15 from Figure 2 

Ci = see risk matrix from Figure 1 

Butot = €50,000 

Costs of Prevention for going from risk cell i to risk cell j (CoPij) = see Table 7b 

 



Illustrative example (2)

• Input information:



Illustrative example (3)

to solve this problem, four conditions have to be met: (i) the total benefit of measures taken, 

needs to be maximized; (ii) the available budget constraint needs to be respected; (iii) 

maximum 1 decrease per risk cell is allowed; and (iv) a measure can be taken, or not. These 

conditions translate into the following mathematical expressions: 

 

(i)  ijijji xB,max  

(ii)  
ji

totij BuCoP
,

 

(iii)  
j

ijx 1  

(iv)  1,0ijx  



Solution of the illustrative example (4) 

    
chosen cost  benefit 

Start = Risk cell 

3   
1 

  

3 2 35 67.5 0 0 0 

3 1 42 74.25 1 42 74.25 

Start = Risk cell 

7   
1 

  

7 6 325 675 0 0 0 

7 5 460 742.5 0 0 0 

7 3 295 675 1 295 675 

7 2 420 742.5 0 0 0 

7 1 590 749.25 0 0 0 

Start = Risk cell 

10   
0 

  

10 9 330 675 0 0 0 

10 6 350 675 0 0 0 

10 5 390 742.5 0 0 0 

10 2 400 742.5 0 0 0 

10 1 880 749.25 0 0 0 

Start = Risk cell 

12   
1 

  

12 11 13500 17500 0 0 0 

12 10 13750 24250 0 0 0 

12 9 14800 24925 0 0 0 

12 8 13000 22500 1 13000 22500 

12 7 15000 24250 0 0 0 

12 6 16500 24925 0 0 0 

12 5 26000 24992.5 0 0 0 

12 4 13900 24750 0 0 0 

12 3 17000 24925 0 0 0 

12 2 27500 24992.5 0 0 0 

12 1 38000 24999.25 0 0 0 

Start = Risk cell 

13   
0 

  

13 9 410 675 0 0 0 

13 5 550 742.5 0 0 0 

13 1 700 749.25 0 0 0 

Start = Risk cell 

15   
1 

  

15 14 31000 67500 0 0 0 

15 13 36650 74250 1 36650 74250 

15 11 29880 67500 0 0 0 

• Solution: total cost = 49,987€; total hypothetical benefit = 97,499.25€. 

Total hypothetical profit = 47,512.25€. 



Possible approach refinements for further 

application in real industrial practice

Relationships between measures:

In general, the portfolio of safety measures chosen by a company is 
subject to a number of extra constraints, that express 
relationships between these measures. Fortunately, these 
relationships are generally easily added to the knapsack-based 
approach, usually by introducing additional constraints. 

Binary relationships:

Mutually dependent prevention measures (e.g., installing safety fire 
equipment and training): 

Relationship between risk cell decrease from r to s and from u to t 
can be expressed in the approach by an extra constraint:

x(rs) = x(tu)



Possible approach refinements for further 

application in real industrial practice

Relationships between measures:

Another possibility: 

if risk cell r is decreased: risk cell t has to be decreased, but the 
reverse 

is not true. 

(e.g. firedoor and extra layer of fireproof coating)

Risk cell decrease rs = installing the coating

Risk cell decrease tu =installing the door

Then: extra constraint: 

x(tu) <= x(rs)



Possible approach refinements for further 

application in real industrial practice

Relationships between measures:

Yet another possibility:

either risk cell r or risk cell t needs to be decreased, but not both risk cells at 
the same time.

(e.g. two measures are redundant (they duplicate each other’s effects), and 
the organisation judges it superfluous to invest in both measures 
simultaneously)

(e.g. protection of machine from fire by procedural measures or by physical 
measures (fire wall), but not by both)

Extra constraint: 

x(rs) = 1 – x(tu)



Possible approach refinements for further 

application in real industrial practice

Relationships between measures:

Another possibility: 

either risk cell r, or risk cell t, or both, need to be decreased.

(e.g. either invest in a company fire department or in a sprinkler 
system, or in both)

Mathematical constraint:

X(rs) + x(tu) >= 1



Possible approach refinements for further 

application in real industrial practice

Relationships between measures:

Another possibility: 

if risk cell t is decreased, risk cell r cannot be decreased, and vice 
versa. The possibility also exists that both measures are not taken.

(e.g., management has decided that one part of a facility will be 
protected by a sprinkler system at most, but not two parts)

Mathematical constraint:

X(rs) <= 1 – x(tu)



Possible approach refinements for further 

application in real industrial practice

Relationships between measures:

Other relationships:

• In principle, all relationships between measures can be expressed 
in a mathematical way as constraints

• Logical relationships can also be used, and expressed by operators 

– NOT (risk cell i is not decreased)

– AND (risk cell i and risk cell j are decreased)

– OR (risk cell i or risk cell j is decreased)

– IMPLICATION (if risk cell i is decreased, then risk cell j is 
decreased)

These logic-operators can be used to create arbitrarily complex 
relationships that can be used to express the most complex logical 
relationships between safety measures



Possible approach refinements for further 

application in real industrial practice

Relationships between measures:

Example for logical operators:

M1: automatic fire door is installed [e.g. x(42)]

M2: fire alarm system is installed [e.g. x(62)]

M3: electricity system is upgraded [e.g. x(31)]

M4: back-up generator is installed [e.g. x(73)]

M5: a link to an additional electricity system is installed [e.g. x(52)]

The condition is the following:

If both the automatic fire door and the alarm system are installed, and 
the electricity system is not upgraded, then either a back-up generator 
should be installed, or a link to an additional power system should be 
purchased.

Logical equivalent: (M1 AND M2) AND NOT(M3) IF THEN M4 OR M5



Possible approach refinements for further 

application in real industrial practice

Relationships between measures:

Logical equivalent: (M1 AND M2) AND NOT(M3) IF THEN M4 OR
M5

Converted into its conjunctive normal form:

(NOT(M1) OR NOT(M2) OR M4 OR M5) AND (M3 OR M4 OR M5)

Which, in turn, can be translated into the following mathematical 
constraints which need to be met both:

X(42) + x(62) – x(73) – x(52) <= 1

X(31) + x(73) + x(52) >= 1



Possible approach refinements for further 

application in real industrial practice

Relationships between measures:

Non-additivity situations:

The benefits and costs may not simply be additive. 

(e.g. the effect of one fire door instead of none will be greater than 
the effect of installing two doors instead of one, due to the 
diminishing rate of return of the second door)

In such situations, ‘virtual’ measures need to be created in the cost-
benefit table to represent the action of taking both measures.

If you want to ensure that each measure is taken only once, 
additional constraints are also needed.



Possible approach refinements for further 

application in real industrial practice

Relationships between measures:

Example for the non-additive case:

The effect of combining risk cell decreases (31 and 73) does not yield a 

benefit of A + B = C, but it yields a benefit of D (<C)

Suppose further that the cost of implementing (31 and 73) is not R+S=T, 

but is S (<T)

This can be handled by adding an extra risk cell decrease with cost S and 
hypothetical benefit D.

Additionally, constraints are necessary to ensure that this extra measure is not 
taken if either 31 or 73 are taken.

Thus: 

x(extra risk cell decrease) <= 1 - x(31) 

x(extra risk cell decrease <= 1 - x(73)

X(31) + x(73) <= 1 (that is, both 31 and 73 are not 

chosen at the same time)



Acceptability of risks



The ALARP principle and its relation with  

regions and types of risks



The ALARP principle related with the risk 

matrix



Value of life

Value of a statistical life = commonly used by cost-benefit 

analyses to be able to equate the costs of prevention with a 

marginal reduction in the probability of a fatality.

But how can a life be valuated?

f.e. by its value to society

Thus: by ‘work’ (=working for society) (and: not every work is 

regarded as equally important to society: different ‘wealth-

generating abilities’) 

 Possible to base the value of life on income



Willingness to pay and willingness to accept

WTP refers to how much someone is prepared to pay to prevent

a loss occurring.

WTA refers to how much someone is prepared to accept in 

compensation for the loss of a benefit.

In theory: WTP = WTA; however: WTA >> WTP due to an 

individual’s preference to gain something rather than to 

loose something (“loss aversion”).

Decisions based on CB analyses are based on WTP valuations.



Permissive and restrictive approaches to 

valuation

WTP and WTA values should be judged by people who will possibly 

incur the losses, but should not be anticipating or expecting a loss!!

Answers to questions will depend on how the questions are framed; 

this is referred to as the ‘permissive’ and ‘restrictive’ effects.



Valuing dread and future risks

People have different perceptions about risks associated with 

dread/non dread , voluntary/non voluntary and known/unknown risk 

factors

 Possibly leading to different valuations of life in different 

contexts



Risk-oriented approach



Difficult questions that need answering

• How safe is safe enough? 

• How to define risk acceptability criteria by an organization? 

• How to discern between type I and type II risks when making 
risk decisions and economic assessments?

• How to deal with type II risks in economic assessments? (DF?)

• What is the value of a human life? (How) can it be used in 
economic assessments?

• How can moral aspects be taken into account in economic 
assessments? (using principles such as equity, fairness, 
acceptability, voluntariness, etc.)

• Is it possible to develop dynamic economic assessment 
techniques?



Risk-oriented approach: assumptions and 

concepts

• Investing in safety = investing in non-events to happen

• Safety = way of making profits in a sustainable way 

• Risks are ALWAYS relative for internal company decision-
making and economic monetizations should be viewed in this 
perspective (absolute risk calculations do not serve micro-
economic considerations and budget allocations within single 
organisations); they are however useful from a macro-economic 
perspective 

• Type I risks and type II risks should be separately assessed with 
different techniques (based on variability and uncertainty of 
risks)



Risk-oriented approach: some existing usable 

assumptions and concepts  

DF calculation:
- How bad?
- How risky?
- How variable?



Risk-oriented approach: collaboration and eye 

for type II risks (incl domino effects etc.)

• Type I risks and type II risks should be separately assessed with 
different techniques (based on variability and uncertainty of 
risks)

• Cooperation and transparency are key concepts!



New ways of thinking to advance the risk-

oriented approach – some suggestions 

• Rational risk calculation  Balanced risk calculation (taking moral 

aspects into consideration)

• Value of Life: organizations may use different values depending 
on the probability and the world region (risks are relative!)

• Calculate expected hypothetical benefits in cost-benefit analyses 
and cost-effectiveness analyses

• Acknowledge that multiple-fatality accidents (type II) have 
much heavier repercussions than single-fatality accidents
(type I), and reflect this into economic calculations! (e.g. rule of 
thumb: x fatalities = x2 times worse than one fatality)

• Develop new economic optimization models:

Revent = Levent (Cevent)
a 



Other promising techniques under 

investigation

- Safety value function approach

- Multi-attribute utility approach

- Bayesian theory approach

- Limited memory influence diagram approach

- Monte Carlo simulations for safety economics

- Game theory applications for safety economics



Heuristic for economic decision-making



Safety economics 

decision-process



Conclusions & recommendations

• Preventing accidents is an important expenditure on a yearly basis 
for organizations 

• Optimizing prevention investments and making investment 
decisions in a cost-efficient way is very rewarding for companies

• The two types of risks should be treated differently when making 
economic analyses, and different techniques should be used

• Economic analyses should be explored and elaborated more in 
depth to make themmore accurate and more user-friendly, and 
usable for companies


